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ABSTRACT

Delay equations (DEs, including delay differential equations and renewal integral equations) are
largely used to model biological populations, in particular in ecology and epidemiology. They define
infinite-dimensional dynamical systems, where the state belongs to a suitable function space. Via
pseudospectral discretization, a DE can be approximated with a finite-dimensional system of ordi-
nary differential equations (ODEs) [1, 3]. The asymptotic behavior of the approximating system,
including equilibria and periodic solutions, when varying some parameters, can be studied using
well-established software packages for numerical bifurcation analysis of ODEs. It is proved that
the equilibria of the original DE are in one-to-one correspondence with those of the approximating
ODEs, and their stability properties are approximated with exponential order of convergence when
the dimension of the ODE system increases: this ensures satisfactory accuracy with relatively low
dimensional systems [1, 3]. In principle, using time integration methods for ODEs, the approxi-
mating system could be used to simulate the solutions of the initial value problem associated with
the DE. However, the convergence of the solution operators, i.e., the operators that associate to
the initial condition the solution after some time interval, presents several challenges due to the
possibly low regularity of the solutions [2]. I will present the approximation method together with
some challenges and preliminary results about numerical bifurcation analysis and time integration.
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